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ABSTRACT: Internet is very large source of information. But these flow of information need to be controlled in 
various organizations, i.e. in companies job portals and personal mail services are blocked, in colleges entertainment 
related websites are blocked. Consider college scenario, Admin have to keep watch on site the student accessing. He 
uses proxy services and firewall on sites that are not allowed to student access. But as per the growth of internet every 
day new sites launched in the market. It is not always feasible to admin to keep track on that, also every time we have 
to pay for proxy for each new site as well as it is somewhat time consuming. So, we are clustering the web links into 
five domain and the keywords must be preprocessed by Adaptive preprocessing technique to increase the performance 
of the system. In this paper we use ANN i.e. Artificial neural network and also applying adaptive preprocessing 
technique to preprocess the data before if feedin to the ANN to enhance the accuracy features from web links. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

There is tremendous growth in internet users and the service providers to those users. It becomes necessary to identify 
and classify the web pages. WebPages are designed by human being only; to classify the web page manually will take 
lots of time it also effected by costing factors and it is quite boring job. So there is need of technique which will 
automatically classify the WebPages according to domain to reduce time and cost factors also too increase the accuracy 
of the work.[2][3] . 

 
Most of the web page categorization techniques studied will be focus on certain features of web pages, which are not 
sufficient to categories the web page. There are some categorization techniques used which will classify the pages 
using the meta keyword, hyperlinks structures, document structure, and automatic text categorizations [ 3][4][5][6].  It 
is ok to categories the web pages manually. But it  is time consuming  and too tired some job  to search a  page of  
intended class. 
 
So we have designed a technique which will categories web pages using  a technique for web page categorization using  
artificial neural network(ANN) through  automatic feature  extraction and also using a instance and batch processing 
which are preprocessing technique. In this paper we are using ANN as predictor to predict the class of web links. The 
main objective is to provide an efficient way for categorization of web pages. Preprocessing the web pages will 
facilitate the different search engines to classify the web pages with more efficiency and also to provide a rich web 
directory. Consider a college scenario, they want to provide access only that will relate to  education domain and there 
is ban on usage of network sites that are may be media or prone sites. it is not always possible to keep track of sites that 
will accessed by students, by an admin.  
 
As there will be new site launched by the companies for the same per day. So, we will identify and classify that site in a 
domain to block that site by service provider. So for the better use of resources we have proposed a  new and efficient 
technique that will facilitate the user for categorization the web pages. This work covering  five major classes of web 
pages which  may include business & economy, education, government, entertainment, job search. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

IndreZliobait[1] and BogdanGabrys[1] proposed mechanism which preprocess the data. This mechanism involves two 
methods one is instance processing [1], in this approach we need one new data point to judge current accuracy and 
second is batch processing [1]which are responsible for performing the operation on the preprocess data. 
 
S. M. Kamruzzaman proposed [2] a technique of web page classification in three progressive stages, first they examine 
the source code for instinctive draw out the features. The second stage choose the input values to the neural network. 
The third stage taking decision about a particular web page that is in which class it will drop out of eight predefined 
classes. 
 
Aijun An [3] and Xiangji Huang [3] proposed mechanism of web page classification which uses HTML classification 
technique. In this with the help of HTML information seen in web page they are classifyizng the webpage with ANN 
classification technique. 
 
Dou Shen [4], Zheng Chen [4], Qiang Yang [4], Hua-Jun Zeng [4], Benyu Zhang [4], Yuchang Lu [4], Wei-Ying Ma [4] 
proposed mechanism of summarization which is used to categorize the web page. With the help of Web summarization 
algorithm, they have carried out the analysis of page-layout for thedraw out of main topic of web page to increase the 
classification accuracy. 
 
Arul Prakash [5],Asirvatham [5], Kranthi Kumar[5] proposed a mechanism for categorizing web pages automatically 
consequently to structure of web document and it also consider the image characteristics for categorization into a few 
broad categories. 
 
Makoto Tsukada [6], Takashi Washio [6], Hiroshi Motoda[6] proposed mechanism which uses is co-occurrence 
investigation to spawn an characteristic and also repeatedly classify webpage according to machine learning practice. 
 
Min-Yen Kan [7] proposed mechanism to classify the web page into predefined category which will explore the 
utilization of URLs by a two-phase channel of word segmentation/expansion and categorization. 
 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
To accomplished the requirement of user several categorization techniques are discussed by the different researchers. 
Because of tremendous increment in the web pages every day, an efficient technique is proposed here which will 
classify the web pages based on the five features extracted from a page and the categorization is done in five successive 
stages. By analyzing about 500 web pages it is found that all the web developers and the designers always try to enlist 
the motto and the theme of the organization. The theme is expressed by giving the total structure of the home page. The 
designer is always interested in to keep the visitor busy more time in his site. So he tries to design the home page with 
extra skill and build the home page structure to fulfill the intention as well as the user satisfaction. 
 
So the five features are catching up that make the site different from other types of site. The features are home page 
structure, which is the ratio of internal and external links are present, amount of dynamic/static pages are used, 
frequency of images will found, availability of animations is present in web page and the predefined buzzwords. In this 
proposed approach, five major classes are selected from different web directory. The buzzwords used in the clustering 
are medical, education, research, entertainment, and political. 
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Figure 1: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
 
The neural network are trained and tested by using those classes. The proposed approach is done through the Following 
stages: 
 
1. By analyzing home page source automatically Extract the features. 
2. Applying standardization and Instance processing.  
3. At the input nodes of the networks fixed the values. 
4. Applying standardization and Batch processing. 
5. Categories web pages by the neural networks. 
 

 
Figure 2:  System architecture 
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IV. ADVANTAGES 
 

1. To block the certain domain web pages.  
2. We categories the web page and block it by service provider to avoid the misuse of resources.  
3. Use this application for the specific searching. 
4. This system gives age based response. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
The existing approaches to categorized the web page is studdied and Create a system which can classify different 
websites or documents in specified domains by using Automatic features extraction through analyzing the home page 
source. It should also be able to identify and avoid unrelated content on the page like advertisements and this 
classification should be done by using ANN and all keywords must be processed by using Adaptive preprocessing. 
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